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Abstract

This contribution will focus on the changing requirements and future needs of an electricity grid based on a high level of distributed
renewable sources. Performing a scenario-based analysis, the requirements on future space-based services and technologies are
determined. For example, a widespread interconnected network will require beyond a large-scale infrastructure also a robust
demand/supply management and control system. On the supply side, reliably forecasting the output of distributed sources will
require accurate weather models using high temporal and spatial resolution measurements from Earth observations, including cloud
coverage, solar irradiance, precipitation and wind speeds. Real-time data on network performance will be required to ensure high
reliability and availability. When evaluating telecommunication options, the key criteria include latency, bandwidth and reliability.
For most monitoring and global control systems the space capabilities might already be sufficient with the added benefit that
broadcasting from space provides coverage over a larger area, ensured high availability, high security as a non-public network and
finally offering modularity without the need for additional ground infrastructures. The expansion of a terrestrial energy grid offers
multiple technical and social-economic challenges for which space-based services and technologies can provide valuable solutions
to assure network reliability and availability.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The global energy sector is changing as environmental
awareness and resource reliability are leading to a solid move-
ment to diversify the energy mix from fossil fuel dominated
towards higher levels of renewable energy sources,such as so-
lar, wind and geothermal. To achieve this goal in Europe, the
European Commission has placed a target of 20% renewable
energy by 2020 in the Horizon-2020 programme [1]. As of
2014, the combined EU share provided by renewable energy
sources reached 15% with a 0.3% increase expected in 2015
[2]. Towards 2020, a target of 34% of the total EU electricity
demanded is expected to be provided by a combination of dis-
tributed energy sources (DES). This is equivalent to 104 Mtoe
or 1210 TWh [1] that is set to be produced by renewable re-
sources. Moving towards this goal, the scope of DES has ex-
panded with numerous developments of wind and solar plants
ranging from residential to regional scales. This solid move-
ment has led to steady reduction in DES costs (EUR/kWh) by
improving efficiencies and upscaled production. As the con-

tribution of DES increased, also the structure of the electricity
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grid needs to adapt as unlike conventional sources most DES
are spatially distributed with high intermittency in power pro-
duction. Current research is therefore aimed to study novel grid
architectures and their requirements on infrastructure, commu-
nication and control. These studies include the investigation
of the feasibility of achieving a contribution by renewables
up to 50% [1] or even up to 100% [3] within large-scale (in-
ter)national domains, so-called Supergrids such as Desertec.
One of the main benefits for establishing an interconnected
global grid is the improved power matching due to balanced
demand and supply, thereby requiring a lower level of (costly)
energy storage [? ]. Many challenges however still remain as

the DES supply is highly distributed and intermittent, depend-
ing on wind conditions, solar irradiance and cloud coverage.
This has put an emphasis on the need for reliable and near real-
time weather forecasting to accurately determine DES output,
especially as the fraction of DES increases in the supply chain.
Satellite remote sensing is already playing an important role by
providing a unique vantage point to obtain high resolution im-
ages of key atmospheric properties. Towards the future, ESAs
current generation of Earth Observation missions, the Coperni-
cus platform [4], as well as future missions as ADM-Aeolus [5]
are continuously expanding these capabilities, both in the spa-
tial and temporal domain. In addition, via its technology devel-
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opments programs, ESA contributes to terrestrial applications
via spin-offs and technology synergies [? ]. Space is therefore
already contributing to the terrestrial energy sector in multiple
domains, ranging from GPS timestamps for grid phase mon-
itoring as well as site surveying, communication and system
protection [6]. In recent ESA studies, these and other domains
were explored for opportunities in which space assets can play
a vital role [7–9]. Space assets offer the benefit of a geographi-

cally large view, including remote, rural and urban sites. Satel-
lites offer a one system solution, minimizing hand-off delays in
communication and high flexibility to reach ground assets, al-
lowing varying infrastructures and modular network expansion
[10]. The space sector is also undergoing a transition of its own
in which new commercial entities have started to contribute
and commercialise parts of a traditionally government domi-
nated domain. A renewed interests exists in the commercial
exploitation of Low-Earth orbit fo telecommunication and data
services (OneWeb, SpaceX, Iridium-Next) and visual imaging
(SkyBox). Linking with trends in the terrestrial electricity grid
towards decentralised networks, automation and high impact of
nowcasting, novel space-based services could provide besides
indirect services also a direct contribute to the terrestrial elec-
tricity grid. This paper therefore explored the relevant trends
and challenges in both the terrestrial energy sector and the role
future satellite infrastructures (LEO, GEO) can play in support-
ing, operating and enabling key characteristics in order to be
prepared to future needs. The paper is organised as follows.
Section 2 explores in more detail the current state of the ter-
restrial energy network and its predictions towards future func-
tionality. This is followed by the ongoing developments in the
space sector in Sector 3, in particular the efforts in commer-
cialisation and technology development. Sector 4 discusses the
opportunities in which space could play a role in enabling key
functionality of the future energy grid. Section 5 then presents
an integrated space and terrestrial energy concept, concluding
with the main conclusions and discussion in Section 6.

2. RELEVANT TRENDS & CHALLENGES IN
TERRESTRIAL ELECTRICITY GRID

The current electricity grid in Europe was established in the
beginning of the 20th century and although having grown con-
siderably, has only changed slightly in its architecture [11].
Having entered the 21st century, the rapid growth of DES is
posing a serious challenge to the ageing grid infrastructure. The
global expected investment to update the existing grid is ex-
pected to rise up to 7 trillion USD [12]. In addition, the global
electricity demand is expected to increase due to world pop-
ulation growth and enhanced standards of living, even if the
expected 30% efficiency gain is obtained [2, 13]. The main
challenge for the future grid is the evolution of the grid itself to
include a large contribution of distributed and temporal irregu-
lar energy sources. The extend of this challenge will depend on
the level of DES contributing to the grid. Several scenarios can
be considered in this case.

Business as usual A contribution of distributed energy sources
below 50%. The grid remains controlled and synchronised
centrally. Only limited storage capability is required. In-
troduction of smart grid capabilities for monitoring and
metering.

50-100% DES Enhanced storage capabilities in combination
with quick power plants balance the grid load. Introduc-
tion of smart grid control architectures and expanded grid
interconnections.

100% DES Significant storage capabilities required and net-
work most likely incorporates some level of decentralised
control.

Above 100% DES Overcapacity of power sources allow for
higher levels of flexibility to allocate and store power
where needed. High level of interconnections between na-
tional grids.

It is expected that in all scenarios the transmission and distri-
bution will fundamentally change as operational decision time
cycles are decreasing beyond human capability to be central in
the process [14]. With the ageing infrastructure bound to be
replaced, new architectures are explored to offer more robust
operational control given the challenges due to uncertainty of
intermittent energy sources and dynamic data flows. This also
includes the added system complexity due to enhanced protec-
tion from both physical as well as cyber-attacks [15].

From a policy level it is also not evident that existing pric-
ing schemes and market designs will be applicable in the future
grid to align grid control, ownership and development among
all stakeholders and customers [14]. As new participants enter
into a more interconnected market, a robust grid architecture
and a flexible energy market is required that will be more decen-
tralised and highly automated to balance in real-time power de-
mand and supply. Such a network will require increased trans-
parency and cross-jurisdictional linkages.

2.1. Hardware infrastructure

The existing electricity grid is based on a centralised unidi-
rectional system of electric power transmission, electricity dis-
tribution with a demand-driven control. Integrating distributed
energy sources in the grid will result in a bidirectional infras-
tructure in which the challenges for load matching and synchro-
nisation will require enhanced flexibility as well as new hard-
ware solutions [16].

One of the main technical challenges to ensure reliable oper-
ation is the accurate state estimation using wide-area measure-
ment systems (WAMS) [17]. Such systems are already in place,
but do not extend as far as required. WAMS consist of mea-
surement devices, communication networks and visualisation
software. A key component is the Phasor Measurement Unit
(PMU) that measures voltages, currents, frequencies and phases
at distribution stations and loads. Combined with up to date line
characteristics these measurements allow for near real-time as-
sessment of actual power flows through the network. Siemens
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has estimated that in most countries less than 10% of the trans-
formers or ring stations are monitored [18]. In most of these
cases the diagnostics are in the high voltage network, however
given the large numbers of relatively small generators, also the
low-voltage network will need to be monitored as currents can
change direction easily [19].

To ensure sufficient power supply given the high level of in-
termittent supply of renewable energy sources, a second chal-
lenge will be the implementation of sufficient energy storage
capabilities within the network. Most available large scale nat-
ural resources (eg pumped hydro storage) are already in use and
therefore alternatives will need to be explored, especially when
considering local and regional demand and supply curves. Pos-
sible solution may be envisioned by wide scale deployment of
battery storage, for example via a future fleet of electric ve-
hicles [20, 21] or power-to-gas [22]. Both can build upon an
already existing infrastructure, namely the operational car fleet
and the existing gas pipeline infrastructure. Europe’s car fleet
consists of 239 million passenger cars and 35 million heavy-
duty vehicles [23] that could storage in total 1.5 · 106 GWh of
electricity if full electric. The German gas pipeline stores about
0.2 · 106 GWh of energy. The net electricity generation in the
EU-28 was 3.1 · 106 GWh in 2013.

2.2. Decentralisation & Control

As the grid infrastructure expands and its complexity grows,
it may not be adequate to manage the highly distributed grid via
a human centralised control as both data connectivity and inter-
vention timescales are highly challenging [24]. Towards the
future, advanced architectures are explored that involve higher
levels of autonomous control. These can range from virtual
power plants (VPP) in which distributed production units are
controlled together in manageable units [25] to complete au-
tonomous distribution systems [26]. In both cases, substa-
tions obtain information from nearby substations as well as
a centralised supervisory control centre. Increased computa-
tional power and the availability of more accurate and timely
data make possible new approaches to system control. Among
these are more sophisticated protection actions, wide-area con-
trol systems and closed-loop control using PMU data [16]. As
a consequence there will be a requirement for high data rates
with robust communication platforms to ensure reliable and se-
cure communication.

There is a general consensus that the current central network
control architecture based upon Supervisory Control and Data
Acquisition (SCADA) will no longer be sufficient for an in-
creasing larger contribution of distributed generation [27, 28].
The challenges include control of bi-directional power flows,
voltage rise, increased fault levels, stability levels and coordi-
nation [10]. Current developments are therefore aimed to make
the network more intelligent by embedding data flows and in-
formation management within the infrastructure, the so-called
Smart Grid [29]. Although Smart Grids are proposed as ad-
vanced control and monitoring architectures, they also closely
integrate with advanced metering and energy efficiency poli-
cies. Thereby the smart grid is able to provide both benefits for

end users by managing energy consumption according to real
time prices, as well as enable utilities to reduce peak demand
and optimise power flows [24]. The information flow through
the communication infrastructure thus defines the system con-
trol strategy determined by the acquired data, decision location
and actuators [30].

2.3. Towards nowcasting

A key requirement for reliably integrating renewable energy
sources as solar and wind energy into the grid is the need for
accurate forecasting models. In fact, the need for collecting
and analysing sub-hour data on parameters as air mass motion
and the evolution of clouds is considered critical for short term
forecasting of ”fuel availability” as local weather conditions
vary within hours [31]. An illustrative example occurred in
September 2010 in the German power grid as an unexpected
7GW power surplus resulted in a PV overproduction lasting
several hours [32]. Balancing such loads results in signifi-
cant added costs which could be mitigated by more accurate
weather models [33]. Due to its stochastic nature, such short
term predictions of irradiation profiles and cloud coverage are
limited with numerical models and therefore best treated us-
ing observation-based techniques (ground-based, atmospheric
and satellite). However, studies indicated that sufficiently high
spatial resolution is required to obtain agreement with instanta-
neous ground measurements [34].

3. RELEVANT CHALLENGES & TRENDS FOR THE
SPACE SECTOR

The space sector has developed over the years from a do-
main focused on strategic objectives on science, exploration
and security applications, towards enabling new markets in the
areas of telecommunication, navigation and technology devel-
opment. According the OECD, the commercial revenue gen-
erated by space activities totalled an amount of 256.2 billion
USD in 2013 [35]. Of this, downstream services to provided
the largest fraction of approximately 150 billion USD. Many of
these stakeholders are outside the space community.

However, joint institutional space programmes have been at
the basis of the development and application of expertise and
capabilities for enabling high risk objectives that would have
been impossible to achieve individually. This has contributed
towards strengthening the bonds between national space agen-
cies and global industries. The International Space Station is
an obvious example, but other examples include environmental
satellite missions that are increasingly bi- or multilateral (30%
as of 2013) with key components provided by various countries
[35].

At the same time, public-private partnerships models, as for
example NASA’s Commercial Orbital Transportation Systems
(COTS) [36], are proving effective means to enable cost effec-
tive applications that support national space objectives as well
as maturation of the commercial space market. Public-private
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collaborations are explored in all aspects of space, from com-
munication and earth observation to space exploration. Nev-
ertheless, despite the globalisation trends and opportunities
of internationalisation (cheap labour and superior technology),
strategic interests will likely keep some level of control over
supply chains and technology development.

Technology innovation and new industrial processes are
causing a change in the space market that will impact the tradi-
tional business models. These include the introduction of novel
production processes, advanced manufacturing techniques, all-
electric satellites and small satellite constellations [37].

novel production processes Space platforms typically have
technical requirements that are highly specific and chal-
lenging therefore requiring rigorous validation and testing
since servicing is practically impossible. Space assets are
therefore typically treated as individual prototypes. New
industrial processes from vertical integrated high volume
industries are being explored to enable more cost effective
mass production of satellites [38, 39].

advanced manufacturing The rise of new manufacturing
techniques (3D printing, robotics, etc) and development
of new materials offer both reduced manufacturing times,
and thereby costs, as well as enabling lightweight com-
ponents and possible printing-on-demand in orbit. ESA’s
AMAZE program[40].

all-electric Electric propulsion systems (electrothermal, elec-
trostatic, electrodynamic) have been developed for several
decades and being used in multiple orbiting and explo-
ration spacecraft (Deep Space 1, Smart-1, GOCE). Fully
electric commercial satellites are becoming available. In
2015, Airbus announced a full electric version of their
Eurostar 3000 platform (5x 5kW Snecma PPS5000 Hall
thrusters) thereby reducing platform mass by up to 40%
[41]. In fact, lifetime is mainly limited by available pro-
pellant mass.

small satellites Due to the technological advancement, the
satellite capabilities have reached a state that small scale
platforms offer attractive, relatively low cost access to
space. Standardisation and use of commercial off the shelf
enable new players to develop their own platforms. Cat-
egorised by mass, such platforms are being explored to-
wards establishing Low Earth Orbit (LEO) constellations
for various applications (imaging, communication, navi-
gation). An illustrative example is the SkyBox Imaging
venture that is planning a constellation of 24 small satel-
lites to enable cheap high resolution imagery with a global
coverage [42]. As industry interest grows, challenges re-
lated to launch and orbit allocation as well as regulation
and space debris will need to be addressed [43].

3.1. Access to space
The laws of physics dictate that transporting mass into space

requires a large amount of energy. The technology to achieve

this has remained virtually unchanged since the 1960s. The
launch costs however also include the ground services, which
can substitute a significant fraction of the overall costs. It is in
this area, the proposed reusability and frequent launch opera-
tions can help reduce costs [35].

3.2. GEO platforms and LEO constellations

Stimulated by market demands for higher bandwidth at lower
costs, the payload capabilities of Geostationary (GEO) tele-
com satellites are advancing towards higher available on-board
power and higher operating frequencies. Next generation plat-
forms are implementing Ka-band (26.5–40 GHz) enabling data
rates in access of 8 Mbit/s. Using all-electric orbit raising and
station keeping, satellite lifetimes of 15 years or more [44]. The
advantages of GEO satellites include stationary position, broad
coverage, high functionality, long lifetime. Drawbacks however
include high latency and high development and launch costs.
Developments in cost reduction (standardisation) and enhanced
payload functionality.

On the opposite end, enhanced efficiency and improved in-
tegration of components are enabling small scale platforms at
low costs. There is a trade-off between satellite size, function-
ality, lifetime and orbit allocation. Constellations of satellite
platforms in LEO are now considered of significant interest and
several are being actively developed. The advantages of LEO
include low platform cost, favourable antenna sizing, high res-
olution and feasibility of IP services. Drawbacks include re-
turn time, limited payload functionality and power and short
lifetime. Developments in the area of constellations, electric
propulsion (possible refuelling?). Although lifetime may be
a drawback, technology development does allow for relatively
quick upgrades compared to GEO platforms?

Table 1 provides an overview of multiple existing and
planned LEO constellations and large GEO platforms. Obvi-
ously the choose of platform will depend on a trade-off of func-
tional specification, application requirements and costs. With
LEO constellations enabling similar coverage and performance
at lower costs

4. OPPORTUNITIES

The previous paragraphs discussed several trends occurring
in both the terrestrial electricity grid and the global space sector.
Both sectors also exhibit several similar characteristics in their
over overall structure. Typically both markets show long devel-
opment time scopes (10-20 years) given the high infrastructure
and investment costs. Design methodologies and choices will
have a profound influence on the sector as a whole and new
technologies are only gradually introduced following rigorous
testing and qualification. Both sectors also consists of several
large primes that manage an increasingly international market-
place of subcontractors and end-users. Especially in Europe,
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Table 1: Existing, planned and proposed large satellite platforms in Low Earth and Geostationary Orbit (excluding GNSS)

Name Orbit Task Data rate Nsat Latency Swath Revisit Resolution
Existing
Iridium LEO

(781km)
COM L-band 2Mbit/s 72 400ms

(1.8s data)
3200km cont.

Meteosat
(MSG)

GEO EO S-band 3.2Mbit/s 2 5-15min global cont. 3-4km

Metop-SG LEO
(817km)

EO Ka-band 781Mbit/s 2 2h 2200km 2x daily 0.5m

Orbcomm LEO
(720km)

DATA VHF 10kBit/s 50 2-15min global cont.

Inmarsat-4 GEO COM L-band 10Mbit/s 3 1-1.5s global cont.
Globalstar-
2nd

LEO
(1414km)

COM L/C/S-band
10kBit/s

32 60ms near global cont.

Planned/Proposed
OneWeb LEO

(1200km)
DATA Ka-band 50Mbit/s 700 240ms 250-500km

Copernicus LEO
(786km)

EO X-band 560Mbit/s 6 less 6h 290km 5 days (sin-
gle)

¡5m

Pleiades LEO
(695km)

EO X-band 465Mbit/s 2 high 120km daily 0.5m

Cicero LEO
(650km)

EO X-band 24 <5min 90min

SkyBox LEO
(500km)

EO X-band 300Mbit/s 24 min 8km 5-7x daily 0.9m

Inmarsat-5 GEO COM Ka-band 50Mbit/s 4 1-1.5s global

the electricity grid is continuously becoming more intercon-
nected, requiring a higher level of European cooperation, in-
vestment and coordination similar to the European space sector
[45].

When considering the major trends in the terrestrial electric-
ity grid (decentralisation, automation and nowcasting), it ap-
pears that there are several opportunities for a future space in-
frastructure to contribute both towards technology development
and services. In the following, three areas of opportunity are
explored in particular, namely telecommunication, earth obser-
vation and control/automation.

4.1. Telecommunication

Communication networks are essential for system operation
and control. The existing communication infrastructure for the
electricity grid includes wired (optical fibres, power line com-
munication) as well as wireless (3G, wireless sensors) and satel-
lite communication. With the growing complexity of a decen-
tralised network, a wide-band digital data network is required
to reliably transmit sensor information and relay control com-
mands, often with a near real-time requirement.

The growing complexity and scale of the grid requires a more
efficient management and control of the energy production,
transmission and dispatching. Integration of satellite based ser-
vices is therefore expected to provide assistance in support of
new and emerging needs. These needs include among others
(sub)station connectivity, metering and security.

4.1.1. Data connectivity of (sub)stations

Although multiple satellite communication networks are al-
ready operational (see Table 1), most offer limited bandwidth
at relatively high latency compared to dedicated glass fibre net-
works. Such systems are currently in use for communication,
mobile workforces and remote (sub)stations where a physical
infrastructure is not present.

It is estimated that bandwidth requirements for substations
is in the range of 100–2000kbit/s [46] depending on the extent
of the data transfer required. Use of existing optical fiber net-
work offers a cost effective means to link an increasingly decen-
tralised grid, given the high cost of new dedicated connections.
Alternatively, low cost power line communication offers attrac-
tive capability, albeit this is limited to low and medium voltage
networks.

The data size expected in a future grid communication is ex-
pected to be large as result of monitoring extensively down to
local level. In fact, handling this data flow is considered one of
the key challenges to the future grid [16].

A satellite based communication platform could provide reli-
able means to broadcast grid status information, monitoring and
control commands to a large number of (sub)stations and users
at the same time to improve synchronisation and load balanc-
ing. Such a system could complement a terrestrial infrastruc-
ture to optimally handle the up- and downlink requirements.
Although a high latency is a disadvantage of satellite systems,
most communication, or even high level control needs, can be
satisfied from low earth orbit due to a single communication
channel compared to routing via multiple terrestrial networks.
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Furthermore, such a system would be especially beneficial
when considering non-connected, or mobile, energy storage in
the form of a large electric vehicle fleet. These would receive
and possibly communicate their capabilities to the network in
order to accurately forecast demand needs and available re-
sources as part of a vehicle-2-grid (V2G) virtual power plant
[47]. As will be discussed in the next sections, these data pack-
ages could also contain navigational, earth observation and me-
tering parameters that would improve energy forecasting.

4.1.2. Security and backup
A vital part of the communication infrastructure is a high

reliability and robustness of services. In order to handle the
high bandwidth required, existing (public) optical fiber commu-
nication networks are currently used although some dedicated
connections are used in risk prone areas where public networks
might experience delays or interruptions due to excessive loads.
In China, a dedicated optical fiber network has therefore been
large implemented [48] although at significant costs.

Furthermore, physical communication networks are also vul-
nerable in the light of either natural disasters (earthquakes,
fires, floods) and attacks. For example, the 2008 earthquake
in Sichuan China left one third of substations unable to con-
nect the control centre due to broken optical fibers cables [48].
In addition, increasing risk of cyber-attacks poses risks on the
use of (public) communication networks. The use of a sep-
arate private communication platform via space can offer both
the flexibility and modularity needed as backup to the backbone
communication network.

4.1.3. Advanced Metering Infrastructure
Besides the monitoring and measurement requirements, the

Smart Grid infrastructure also consists of advanced metering
that is aimed at obtaining information from end users’ appli-
ances with the goal to control (part of) their behaviour [49]. A
vital part of this infrastructure is the Smart Meter. This device
uses two-way communication to send recorded consumption to
the network as well as allow remote scheduling of attached ap-
pliances. At this moment there is no consensus yet on the type
of protocol and interval to use, with many independent initia-
tives being explored in Europe and worldwide [49]. It is how-
ever clear that active consumers (eg home PV production), in
combination with a decentralised network, will lead to a com-
plex control structure that will require robust and secure com-
munication networks between homes, substations and control
centres.

4.2. Earth Observation
As mentioned, Earth Observation (EO) is already playing an

important role in the energy sector, from localisation of new
photovoltaic/wind farms and carbon capture and storage (CCS)
sites to wind, solar irradiance and cloud coverage forecasts. As
part of ESA’s on-going Space & Energy cross-cutting initiative,
two studies were conducted to explore the use of existing and
new data products to address upcoming challenges in the terres-
trial energy sector [7, 8]. These data products include among
others,

• Solar irradiance and cloud coverage

• Temperature, humidty and wind speed

• Optical and thermal imaging (hyperspectral)

• GHG/CO2 emission

• Radar altimetry

Driven by load balancing requirements in a grid with a high
fraction of distributed energy sources, accurate forecasting of
both demand and production will increase from the current 15–
60 min refresh rate to near real-time (< 5 min)[50]. Observa-
tion driven models will rely on increasingly higher resolution
measurements that will combine both ground-based and space
assets. Presently, this data is collected and processed centrally
before distribution to users. However, with advanced on-board
processing (cloud extraction), data packages can be reduced in
size and down-linked to local/regional (sub)stations or even end
users for direct use. Already today, near real-time data from
Meteosat is already available via the EUMETCast service [51]
and next-generation LEO constellations. Iridium-NEXT are
considering integrating small EO payload equipment on-board
[52]. A large benefit for using LEO orbits is the high resolution
due to the relatively low orbiting altitude and the feasibility of
small antenna sizes compared to GEO. Drawbacks however are
the small coverage and communication limitations due to at-
mospheric disturbances in the presence of clouds. Large LEO
constellations that provide frequent return times would improve
this.

An area of increasing interest is the development of high res-
olution optical imagery for terrestrial application (navigation,
monitoring). For the electricity grid, asset tracking, inspection
and monitoring is currently performed manually or using un-
manned aerial drones. Past studies [53] have explored the fea-
sibility of using space-based platforms for tasks as inspecting
overhead powerlines and pylons. They conclude that a high
resolution is required. LEO platforms are better capable due
to the significantly lower altitude compared to GEO due to the
Rayleigh resolution limit (d = 1.22λL/D).

4.3. Control and Automation
Electricity grid control is managed via SCADA (Supervi-

sory Control and Data Acquisition) which ranges over several
time scales dependent on the control requirements (minutes to
hours). With a changing grid infrastructure, also SCADA will
necessarily need to evolve to adapt to changing requirements
of a decentralised energy mix. According to [54] it is however
unclear whether the current SCADA algorithms will be able
to manage the distributed grid. Although it is unclear how an
interconnected network can be optimally controlled, an exten-
sive network of measurements will be required, including pha-
sor measurements, power flows, voltage rises and fault levels
[10, 55]. The high level of control required is making current
human centralised intervention difficult and it is increasingly
becoming apparent that additional automation of the control
loop is required.
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Figure 1: Schematic overview of an integrated space infrastructure for provid-
ing communication, Earth Observation, monitoring and control services

Although future satellite systems may be capable of improv-
ing towards the required data rate and acceptable latency (below
1s return trip), more important requirements for grid integration
are the availability, reliability and quality of services. In these
areas, space-based assets have improved significantly over the
years such they are capable offer fiber-like performances, in-
cluding TCP/IP [6]. In fact, Inmarsat is already offering ba-
sic SCADA functionality (> 1000 50 kB connections) [56].
The introduction of large scale LEO Internet constellations (e.g.
OneWeb) would significantly improve these capabilities (GB/s
per satellite) by including all main grid infrastructure in the
control loop. An extra benefit of a space infrastructure is its
flexibility, allowing modular elements to be easily included as
well redefining control areas according to changing supply and
demand requirements.

Given the large numbers of active participants in a fully
decentralised network, serving all communication needs from
space will not be feasible. However, by providing infrastructure
functionality that complements advanced smart network con-
trol, space can provide key characteristics to ensure reliability
and performance. Such services include also backup communi-
cation, monitoring and disaster recovery.

5. INTEGRATED SPACE INFRASTRUCTURE

As presented in the previous sector, a variety of services can
be provided in support of the terrestrial electricity grid by space
based assets. The satellite platform requirements will however
dependent on the type of service. The optimal space infrastruc-
ture will therefore consist of integrated services from a vari-
ety of satellite assets with varying capabilities and in different
orbits from LEO to GEO. In particular small satellite constel-
lations offer advantages regarding relatively low latency at the
costs of limited payload capabilities due to mass and power re-
strictions. On the other hand, multiple objectives may be com-
bined in a single small (< 150 kg) satellite to provide simulta-
neously multiple services. For example, broadcasting SCADA
data packages in combination with pre-processed high resolu-
tion or hyperspectral imagery continuously over target regions.

Figure 2: Maximum return time [hours] over Europe for a 50-satellite LEO con-
stellation (1200km) with 5 inclinations (35,42,53,64 and 72 degrees) deploying
2 satellites in 4 equidistant orbital planes.

The limitations of individual small satellites (coverage and re-
turn time) can be mitigated by employing larger constellations
that would offer near GEO-like performance if sufficiently pop-
ulated. OneWeb global internet coverage is expected to include
up to 650 operating satellites in a 1200km LEO orbit.

The optimal constellation size depends on several crite-
ria, including the swath size, sampling frequency and lati-
tude/longitude of the target area. Figure 2 shows two qualitative
examples of LEO (1200km) constellations for either a global
coverage or partly European coverage. With a swath width of
500km, a constellation of approximately 35-50 satellites would
be feasible to broadcast hourly high resolution Earth Observa-
tion to ground stations across Europe.

Although a sufficiently large LEO constellation can provide
near real-time communication, the significant bandwidth re-
quirements for a European grid control network will likely ne-
cessitate the use of a GEO-based communication platform for
dedicated backbone communication between control centres
and major (sub)stations. Direct link to ground via efficient Ka-
band antenna (envisioned for all planned LEO constellations)
can be used to transmit local/regional information directly.

Although low latency suggests the use of a large LEO con-
stellation, the significant bandwidth required for near real-time
monitoring and control of the electricity grid will favour the in-
tegration of a GEO-based communication platform where pos-
sible. Currently, an integrated platform is being deployed as
part of the European Data Relay Satellite (ERDS) network for
Earth Observation and Science current and future missions.
With ERDS, a data relay was achieved between Sentinel-1
(LEO) and Alphasat (GEO) over 45000 km with a data rate of
1.8 GB/s using optical communication techniques [57].

Regarding Earth Observation services, main data packages
would include processed wind, irradiance and cloud coverage
measurements and forecasts extracted from real-time observa-
tions. These measurements can either be directly downlinked to
prospective users or routed via GEO to central control hubs for
more detailed forecasting estimates that are subsequently made
available via regular data networks. Direct transmission has the
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benefit of providing independent real-time access thereby re-
ducing network congestion as well as enhance reliability and
security.

6. CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK

As the electricity grid infrastructure evolves to meet the
growing and changing requirements of the future, it has becom-
ing apparent that new reliable, secure and flexible strategies are
needed to ensure continuous availability. Space assets already
playing an important role in providing these services ranging
from flexible communication networks to high resolution Earth
Observation for more accurate weather predictions. In the fu-
ture, the next generation grid infrastructure is expected to have
a higher contribution of renewable resources and will therefore
become more decentralised with higher demands on accurate
bi-directional power flow forecasts (supply and demand) as well
as developments towards more autonomous management and
control of the infrastructure in both the low- and high-voltage
network.

At the same time, transformations in the space sector towards
improved satellite capabilities, lower costs and new space in-
frastructures are expected to significantly enhance their value
and contribution towards enabling novel terrestrial services. By
providing an integrated space infrastructure that covers com-
munication, data services, earth observation and control, key
characteristics of a terrestrial intelligent smart grid infrastruc-
ture can be provided at near real-time to ensure secure, indepen-
dent and autonomous operation of ground-based (sub)stations
as well as to broadcast forecasting and metering information to
prospective end users.

Although it remains uncertain how the future grid architec-
ture will be structured, it is clear that control strategies will criti-
cally depend on the level and extend of monitoring and forecast-
ing capabilities. It is generally agreed that existing centralised
control will no longer be capable of handling the enhanced data
flows, motivating the move to a more intelligent decentralised
and possible autonomous network. At the same time, risks from
unforeseen events (accidents, failures, (cyber)attacks) will need
to be mitigated and are an integral part of the network design.

The proposal of large scale constellations of small satellites
in Low Earth Orbit will not only allow for data rates that are suf-
ficient (in terms of latency and bandwidth) for both control and
communication, but will also enable high resolution imagery
to further improve weather forecasting towards near real-time.
Considering the payload capabilities and limitations for both
LEO and GEO satellites, a combination of platforms is there-
fore expected to optimally provide the services needed. Space
may therefore have a clear role to play in the grid of the future.
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